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What is transcription?



What is transcriptomics?

The study of the complete set of RNA transcripts

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjbwvD7qubgAhWJ1IMKHdI8CUAQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fcitrusrdf.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F11%2F15-003_Albrecht-Bowman.pdf&psig=AOvVaw2eMa6sFYvK3uBZJ2nUS2hO&ust=1551714997244601


What molecules does transcriptomics study?



What can we discover through transcriptomics?

https://www.yourgenome.org/sites/default/files/illustrations/diagram/bioinformatics_gene_structure_yourgenome.png


What methods are used to quantify the transcriptome? 

Microarray RNA Sequencing

https://www.otogenetics.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RNA-Seq-VS-Microarray.jpg


How do microarrays work?



How does RNA-Sequencing work?

Sequencing

Analysis

cDNA Library

https://www-nature-com.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/articles/nmeth.2764


How is the cDNA library created?

Fragmentation

Add sequencing adapters

PCR Amplification

http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1038/nrg2484


How is the cDNA library sequenced?

High Throughput 
Sequencing

Illumina 

https://www.intechopen.com/media/chapter/49419/media/image2.png
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f3/Summary_of_RNA-Seq.svg/500px-Summary_of_RNA-Seq.svg.png


How is the data analyzed?

Normal 
Cell #1

Normal 
Cell #2

Mutated 
Cell #3

…

Gene1 30 23 5 …

Gene2 24 18 2 ...

Gene3 5 9 22 …



What is single-cell transcriptomics?

cell

https://www-nature-com.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/articles/nri.2017.76


What are the advantages of RNA-seq?

High sensitivity for 

different expression levels

Low RNA input (~1 ng)

No reference transcripts 

required



Challenges?

https://www.dieselforum.org/images/main/Money-Icon.png


What is Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)?

Progressive disease developing memory loss and 
other cognitive abilities

https://i2.wp.com/naturalchoiceswellness.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Alzheimers-Brain-Scan-300x132.jpg?resize=300%2C132


ALZHEIMER’S

https://scontent-lht6-1.cdninstagram.com/vp/a3202c530ef21e0d4a8d7c9a29c8a4d0/5CB7270D/t51.2885-15/e35/47693604_294966671206003_6119991453054168588_n.jpg?_nc_ht=scontent-lht6-1.cdninstagram.com&se=7&ig_cache_key=MTk0Nzk0OTg3NjYwMTc3Nzg3OQ%3D%3D.2


How does 
Alzheimer’s 
progress?

https://www.documentariesforchange.org/alzheimer039s-brain-images.php4


What are microglia?

http://jcb.rupress.org/content/jcb/217/2/459/F2.large.jpg


What are Disease-Associated Microglia (DAM)?

https://www.cell.com/cell/pdf/S0092-8674(18)30576-2.pdf


Why use mice as a model organism?

5xFAD mouse model with 5 AD mutations

Development

https://www.warriorpestsolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/04071-House-Mouse-white-background.jpg


Summary

Transcriptomics is the study of the 
transcripts of genes.

Single-cell RNA sequence can be used to 
identify expression in distinct cell 
populations.

Alzheimer’s disease is associated to the 
presence of a type of microglia: DAM.





What was the experimental setup?

Performed MARS-seq on mice cells



Identified disease associated microglia (DAM)

What cell type clusters did they discover?



What are the frequency differences?



What are the gene expression profiles?



Identified genes differentially expressed in DAM

What marker genes exist for DAM?



Microglia progress to DAM as AD progresses

How common are DAM in AD progression?



Some genes upregulated some downregulated in DAM

How does gene expression change in DAM?



Gene expression can be quantified during progression

Can gene expression changes in DAM be quantified?



DAM spatially located in cortex only of AD mice

Where are DAM localized?



How common are DAM in AD brains?

Significantly more DAM in AD that WT mouse brains 



AD single cells have co-expressed IBA1 and CD11c

CD11c = DAM
IBA1 = homeostatic microglia

Are DAM and microglia markers co-expressed in AD?



DAM localized in close proximity to plaque foci

Where are DAM localized in AD?



DAM specific genes expressed in microglia near plaques

DAM

Homeostatic 
microglia

Are DAM genes localized near plaques?



DAM (Csf1) are present in AD near Aβ plaques

Can DAM localization be quantified?



DAM (LPL) are present in AD near Aβ plaques

Is the same localization pattern true for LPL?



DAM are conserved in humans

Are DAM conserved in humans?



DAM are conserved in ALS mice

Are DAM conserved in other neurodegenerative diseases?



ALS DAM have similar gene expression to AD

What does ALS DAM gene expression look like?



DAM prevalence increases with ALS progression

Do DAM increase with ALS progression?



Microglia progress through an intermediate to DAM

How do microglia progress to DAM?



What genes should be used to track activation?

Two form signaling complex
Trem2 associated with AD risk factors



Trem2-/- in AD have mostly DAM stage 1 (intermediate)

How does Trem2 affect DAM progression in AD?



The DAM program is similar to previously identified AD program

How does Trem2 affect microglia gene expression?



DAM are generated through two-step mechanism

How does Trem2 affect DAM gene expression?



Activated first by Trem2-independent pathway

Activated second by Trem2-dependent pathway

Does gene expression differ between two stages?



What does the two step activation mechanism involve?



Summary

Identified novel microglia type (DAM) 
in AD

DAM localized near Aβ plaques

DAM phagocytic and conserved in 
humans and other neurodegenerative 
diseases

DAM regulated through 2 step 
mechanism 
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